
Touchscreens
for everything.

Digital Business Transformation Center



We invented the touchscreen over 50 years ago and 
have over 25 million installations in 80 countries in 
verticals including – retail, restaurant, healthcare, 
corporate, industrial and hospitality. 

Elo is everywhere.

Elo EssentialEdge™

By leveraging Elo’s commercial Android architecture, including uniform SDKs, a 
robust toolkit and an expansive lineup across sizes and form factors, users benefit 
from the platform advancements Elo has made for many global customers. 
Choose Elo to deliver the convenience and familiarity of Android in secure, 
business-friendly solutions.



Redefine your touch experience.
With a broad selection of interactive technologies from 
5.5"- 65", our product portfolio includes:

Components
From industry-leading 
touchscreens to touchscreen 
display modules, chipsets and 
controllers, Elo offers best-in-
class OEM support.

Mobile 
Computers
Elo’s enterprise-grade 
Android mobile computers 
let you do everything from 

the palm of your hand.

Open Frame 
Touch Displays
Designed for easy integration 
into any enclosure, Elo’s open 
frames offer sizes from 10 to 

43-inches.

Touchscreen 
Computers
Get computing power and 
performance in sleek form 
factors from 10 to 22-inches 
for Android and Windows.

Touchscreen 
Signage
Create a consistent 
experience across all 
interactive touchpoints 
from 10 to 65-inches.

Kiosks
With Elo’s versatile and 
modular kiosks, businesses 
can easily deploy interactive 
self-service solutions that put 
customers in control.

Elo Edge Connect

Designed for modularity, easily 
attach peripherals to the edge of 
the display including payment 
devices, barcode scanners, camera, 
NFC/RFID and fingerprint scanners.

Touchscreen 
Monitors
Best in class touchscreens built 
for everyday use and specialized 
medical-grade models offering 
IP-54, IEC60601 & DICOM 14.

POS Terminals
Get everything the merchant 
needs at the point of sale 
with modular POS systems 
and mobile POS devices.

EloView®
Deploy and securely manage 
your entire network of Android-
powered interactive signage, 
point-of-sale systems and kiosks - 
from anywhere around the world.



Your partner for every 
interactive solution.

Your success is our success. We work side-by-side to 
help ensure every interactive experience you want to 
create is successful so you can focus on your business. 

Get in touch today.
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Digital Business Transformation | Customer Experience (CX) Solution | Teller Cash Recycler (TCR/TAU) | Multi-denomination CDM |  Digital Payment Solution |
Self-service Banking Solution | Cash Processing Solution | Cheque Processing Solution | Digital Signage with AI & CMS | Digital Forex Rate Display | Ergonomic Solution | 
Digital Wayfinding/Directory Solution | Robotic Process Automation (RPA) | Interactive Service Robot | Visual & Automatic Signature Verification System |
Centralized Maintenance Service | Digital Retail Solution | Digital Healthcare Solution | Banking & Office Equipment
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30+ Years of

Experiences

Nationwide
Technical Support

with 100+ Service Points
and 24/7 Helpdesk

Supported by
more than 700
Dedicated Staff
and Technicians

Trusted by
Major Companies

Across Sectors

Core Competency in
Touchscreen Technology 
and Digital Transformation 
Solutions


